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ak contemporary is pleased to present Transformer, the second solo exhibition by Wolfgang 
Voegele.

Large-format, black-and-white paintings are lined up close together along the longest wall 
in the exhibition space; mounted on a scaffolding strut between floor and ceiling the vertical 
and horizontal formats alternate and jump in height. On the adjacent, small wall, three can-
vases hung at a uniform height and form a more cohesive unit. 
The white line drawings of geometric shapes and straight lines stand out clearly against the 
multi-layered, impastoed black background of the works. Set pieces of real objects such as 
traffic signs, mechanical apparats, or experimental setups, as well as line sketches remini-
scent of circular presentation surfaces or lampshades, are embedded in reduced, surreal 
contexts. Sometimes the drawings seem to continue in the following paintings, sometimes 
there is a clear break in the lines and the application of color. 

The organic forms of earlier paintings have been overwritten by the white, geometric pictorial 
drawings on a multilayered black ground. The sign systems that seem to be hidden in 
the compositions link the individual autonomous works, correspond, open up new spaces 
of association and create manifold references and connections in analogy to the theory 
of structuralism. According to this, the classification of the individual works in the overall 
structure is essentially for the understanding of the complete work, which Voegele has worked 
out as a multifaceted layered process.

Individual things or forms seem to become clearly described and named. And yet the pic-
torial contents remain in a state of limbo: between dream and reality, reality and fiction,  
abstraction and figuration. Or is it a snapshot of transformation, in which the artist has cap-
tured the tension-filled transformers on canvas - and thus placed them in his artistic system.
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